TM

WINDOWS & DOORS
DESIGNED TO BE LIVED IN
AEONOX , a new breakthrough powder coating solution
from Fairview offers a scratch-resistant technology that
protects the surface of your windows and doors.
TM

AEONOX ’s advanced formulation minimises the risk of
joinery becoming damaged throughout the manufacturing
and installation process, and reduces abrasions from the
wear and tear of everyday living.
TM

Our toughest powder coat on the market to date promises
to stand the test of time and offers reassurance that
any new installation to the home will be both a seamless
process and an exceptional end result.

COLOURS

FAMILY-FRIENDLY

AVAILABLE IN SEVEN MATTE COLOURS

AEONOX is ideal for use in high-wear areas
where the kids or pets may play.
TM

Unlike other powder coat products, AEONOX
has an exceptional scratch resistant formula
that ensures minimal damage when daily wear
and tear occurs around the home.

TM

With a 15 year Interpon warranty *
and tough texture finish, AEONOX
ticks all the boxes for homes
that require minimal upkeep and
guaranteed reassurance.

TM

AEONOX White

TM

AEONOX Silver

TM

AEONOX Titania

TM

TM

AEONOX Sandstone Grey

TM

AEONOX Ironsand

TM

AEONOX Flaxpod

TM

Please note AEONOX is not available
in a gloss finish.

ECO FRIENDLY
TM

AEONOX Black

AEONOX ’s robust nature allows
for significant reduction of waste
throughout the manufacturing process
in our powder coating factory.
TM

Colours are a guide only; due to the nature of the
printing process some degree of colour and gloss
level variation may occur. We recommend that you
use production line colour swatches for final colour
selection and approval.

Packaging materials are also reduced for
transportation, making it one of the lowest
ecological footprints compared to other
coating alternatives.

650x

More scratch-resistant than
other powder coat solutions**

www.fairviewwindows.co.nz/aeonox-powdercoat

ARCHITECTUAL PERFORMANCE
AEONOX offers architects and their client’s peace of mind that they are installing top of the line technology that has
less chance of damage, particularly for projects where larger windows are a crucial part of the design concept.
TM

AEONOX can also be specified in all NZ3604 zones and on any building location and height, including sea level, to
provide ease of specification for project designs of a larger scale.
TM

SEAMLESS MANUFACTURING AND DELIVERY
AEONOX ’s fine texture finish minimises chances of damage occurring throughout fabrication in the factory and also
allows for safer deliveries, even with reduced packaging.
TM

SMOOTH INSTALLATION
AEONOX significantly lowers the risk of damage occurring throughout the installation process that often comes from
tools and equipment rubbing against the joinery.
TM

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Please refer to our official care and maintenance guide at www.fairviewwindows.co.nz to learn more about how to clean and care for your joinery.
Remember aluminium joinery is low maintenance, not no maintenance.

*For detailed AEONOX colour and film integrity information, visit www.fairviewwindows.co.nz/warranties.
**Test results provided by Akzonobel. Based on D1010 AEONOX Black GN305A #SM5328AM, D1010 Black Satin GN150A #SM5331AM, & D1010 Custom Black Matt GN248A #TA5770AM, as per internal testing.
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